
Rapid Application Tourniquet 

For this review I will be comparing the RATS to the CAT Combat Application Tourniquet.  

The CAT tourniquet has been used with success on the battlefield for almost a decade. It has 
no doubt saved many lives, and when used correctly, it does what it’s supposed to… stop 
bleeding.  

However the CAT is not without considerable drawbacks. 

The tourniquet band must be threaded into the buckle, tightened, and then once again 
threaded through the other buckle slit before fastening the band back to itself. You must also 
tighten twist a small, thin plastic windlass rod to choke off blood flow. This task is pretty self-
explanatory and simple… in laid-back classroom conditions, that is. When you begin throwing 
in commonly occurring stressors, the shortcomings of this feature become readily apparent.  

Cold weather:  I served as a squad leader in Alaska for a couple years and let me tell you that 
when you take your gloves off in cold temps, your hands rapidly lose dexterity and become 
numb little clubs. Threading the band tip through the CAT buckle (twice) suddenly becomes a 
chore, and if you are wearing cold-weather gloves it is also an issue. Additionally, trying to 
twist the thin windlass rod with cold or gloved man hands without letting it go can be tricky. 
The RATS avoids this problem with the “3 finger loop” which is approximately 3x2 inches in 
which the working or running end of the band can easily be inserted with either gloved or 
cold, stiff hands. Rather than having to thread the needle with a CAT, the RATS is like 
throwing a hotdog down a hallway. There is nothing tedious about it, and there is no twisting 
of a small plastic stick. It’s all wrapping from here.  

Patient added difficulties: As I mentioned previously the CAT works fine in a relaxed classroom 
environment when your training aid, whether it be a plastic dummy or your dummy battle 
buddy, is laying back and letting you work. Yet, in a real world situation, your patient may be 
a wreathing, inconsolable mess, fearing their rapidly approaching death as life drains from 
their wound. Fear is a powerful thing, and they’re probably not going to be holding still. Good 
luck trying to feed the tip of the CAT band through the small buckle slit (twice) while that is 
occurring. The RATS’ large “3 finger loop,” length and elasticity all afford you a greater 
distance and margin of error to quickly apply the device and begin stopping blood loss sooner. 
Also, the necessity of having to hold and twist the thing windlass rod on the CAT is not easy 
with a moving casualty. 

Nighttime- Obviously, treating nighttime injuries will be more difficult, and so will threading 
the CAT band tip through the buckle. You better have a hands-free headlamp handy. Is white 
light not an option? If using night vision devices, there may not be enough illum, and even if 
there is, threading the band tip through the buckle without depth perception will slow you 
down. The more recent CATs have added a high visibility red tip to assist in the user locating 
and getting it where it needs to go. However, that change in itself was an acknowledgement 
of an obvious negative issue with the product, and I honestly don’t believe adding the red tip 
solved anything. Yet again, the RATS’ over-sized “3 finger loop” makes little to no visibility a 
non-issue.  You really can’t miss, and you’ve saved yourself or your casualty precious seconds 
during a time-sensitive, life-saving procedure.  



Mental stress: Training versus reality. The wife finally takes you up on your invite to go 
mountaineering in your favorite range. Maybe she’s a rookie, maybe she’s a salty rock climber. 
That doesn’t matter. If you’re smart, you’ll prepare before setting out with some first-aid 
training for common injuries hikers and climbers sustain. The training went well, and now for 
the climb. She falls like a Plinko chip down a 30 foot rock face, and as you run down to help, 
you see she’s got an open fracture on the upper leg, and bright red blood is coming out in 
squirts. The femoral is slashed, and suddenly you realize you’re not in your living room 
making dirty jokes about how high up the thigh you can get that tourniquet like you did 
during your training. No. The woman you love and the mother of your children is turning 
white and rapidly bleeding out while screaming in pain half way up the rock gorge that you 
talked her into climbing, and there is no cell service. How well do you think you’re going to 
manipulate the tedious little CAT buckle or the windlass rod? 

Clothing: The CAT, like most tourniquets, consists of a single band wrapped around an 
extremity one time. When used over clothing, these devices may cause a bulge in the cloth 
material and lead to uneven distribution of pressure and slippage. Therefore it is 
recommended that you cut away any clothing before applying the tourniquet. How many of 
you carry shears in your first-aid kit? You probably should, and I do now, but looking back to 
the wars, the only person that did was Doc. Yet Doc wasn’t the only one applying tourniquets. 
Using your pocket knife to remove the clothing is a no-no because of the risk of hurting the 
squirming casualty further, so you, against recommendations, place the tourniquet over the 
patient’s clothing, which could slip or apply uneven pressure. Additionally, bring back those 
freezing temps, and if you do remove the clothing, you’re suddenly exposing your bleeding 
casualty to the risk of hypothermia or even frostbite. The RATS however, even on the largest 
of thighs, will take multiple wraps, thus distributing pressure evenly and eliminating slippage 
on clothing.  

Time: The bottom line is that the RATS boasts a much quicker application time. In the time it 
takes you to prepare and secure the CAT to the extremity but before it is even tightened, the 
RATS is already anchored, secured, and blood flow has stopped. You may have to see it to 
believe it, but it’s true. 

Blood: Another issue easily overlooked in a training environment is blood. If you need to use a 
tourniquet, there will be blood and lots of it. Blood is slippery, thick, and can be mentally 
overwhelming to the would-be life saver, depending on their relationship with the patient. 
Ample amounts of blood covering the tourniquet and work area is not going to help you feed 
the tip of the CAT’s band through the buckle (twice), slippery blood is not going to help you 
firmly hold and twist the small windlass rod and secure it without risk of it slipping multiple 
times, and while the CAT system uses extremely strong hook and loop tape for much of its 
function… blood is going to saturate and fill that material making it considerably less 
effective and immobile. Now try grasping and twisting the thin little windlass rod when it and 
your hands are soaked in blood. It will slip out of your fingers. Everything I have mentioned 
about blood in this little segment I have witnessed first-hand in regards to the CAT, and I 
cannot underplay its significance.  

So as you can see, the buckle and its necessary operation is a terrible weakness for this 
product. As an infantry unit we quickly identified this deficiency and mitigated it the best we 
could by having the CAT tourniquet pre-threaded through both buckle slits and ready to slide 



up and over the appendage. The problem with that was that the device was an enclosed loop 
and therefore it was necessary to slide it over the end of the damaged appendage and 
therefore ran the risk of injuring the casualty further. Additionally, if you need to apply the 
tourniquet to your own upper thigh, you will need to somehow bend at the hips and bring 
your knee up to get it down over your foot and up your leg. That’s a lot to ask of someone 
with a horrible life-threatening injury. Plus, snugging the double-threaded device needed a lot 
of synching of the band and fighting the Velcro to get it tight enough before you could begin 
turning the windlass rod. 

Yet, North American Rescue has suggested a one-hand technique in which the CAT tourniquet 
is prepped by only inserting the band into one buckle slit and relying solely on the hook and 
loop tape to secure it. It is fast and effective… in training and video demonstration 
environments, that is. However, think back to the blood paragraph. As strong as that hook and 
loop tape is, you start throwing gooey blood into the mix, the idea of relying only on Velcro to 
secure the device isn’t something you want to risk your life over. It will slip.  

The awesome thing about the RATS is that it only needs to be in a single configuration, and no 
matter what, it is one-hand applicable. Its simplicity is its beauty.  

Price: Price shouldn’t usually be a deciding factor when choosing a life-saving first-aid 
product, but the thing is that the RATS is a far superior product, in my somewhat experienced 
opinion, to the CAT and retails for half the price. $15 versus $30? I’ll take two.  

Durability: I personally haven’t seen a CAT tourniquet break, but they do, and it is 
documented. In a report published on speciailoperationsmedicine.org, CPL Bryan Anderson of 
the 75th Ranger Regiment treated six casualties wounded in a single IED attack. It is unknown 
how many of the casualties required tourniquets, but of those CATs used, two broke, 
becoming useless (specialoperationsmedicine.org/documents/Minutes%201402%20Final.pdf).  
After examining the CAT you can see likely areas where structural integrity could be easily 
compromised. The plastic base piece of the tourniquet from which the windlass clips protrude 
is made of incredibly flimsy, thin plastic, and imagining that material snapping with minimal 
force wouldn’t take any stretch of the imagination. In contrast, the RATS is made of only two 
pieces, an incredibly durable flat bungee band, and a lightweight aluminum cleat. There is no 
plastic, and there is no Velcro.  

Now begin taking all those stressor factors and compound them into a single incident. It’s an 
extremely cold, dark night, your casualty, with whom you are very emotionally attached, is 
violently flopping about and slimy blood is covering everything. Which device do you choose?  


